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MANAGING YOUR WEALTH TOGETHER

• Despite its strong finish, the FTSE remains
a laggard to other world markets falling
12% last year due partly to Brexit and the
poor policy response to the pandemic but
mainly because of its heavy ‘value bias’ in
index composition.
• Asian markets produced the strongest returns
last year reflecting their greater success in
eradicating Covid and their heavy index
weightings in technology and e-commerce
stocks, the big ‘winners’ in 2020.
• Interest rates remaining close to zero and a
strong recovery in corporate earnings are
the key to equity markets producing positive
returns this year.
• Gold finally broke through the US$2,000/oz
barrier in the summer but has pulled back to
US$1850/oz. Oil has bounced strongly in the
‘risk on’ rally to US$50/bl.
• Government Bonds offer negligible yield and
little prospect of capital growth but we still
see some opportunity in investment grade
corporate bonds, with spreads giving a
substantial yield pick-up whilst default risk
remains low.

Summary
• Equity markets rallied strongly in the last two
months of the year fuelled initially by the US
election result and then by the announcement
that mass global immunisation against the
coronavirus would begin in the first half of
2021. Equity market returns for the year as a
whole were surprisingly strong, bar in the UK.

• The US dollar is also coming under increased
selling pressure. Sterling has, as usual, been
a hostage of fortune to Brexit, a cloud now
finally lifting.

• The biggest bounce was in the regions and
stocks which had been most badly hit by the
pandemic. This included the UK and Europe
and the ‘value’ sectors such as energy,
industrials and financials.

• Several UK Commercial Property daily dealt
‘bricks and mortar’ funds have re-opened,
though not at this stage M&G.

• The longer term outlook for the global
economy is improving but the next few
months will be weak after the very damaging
‘second wave’ of Covid infections. The
‘lower for longer’ interest rate and bond yield
narrative stretches out ever further, quite
likely for several more years.
• A striking feature in 2020 was the huge
relative outperformance of growth sectors
(most notably technology) over economically
sensitive value sectors (energy, industrials,
financials, leisure). We expect less of a style
divide this year.
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Even the longest night gives way to the dawn…
Our Q4 newsletter last October ended with the following
quote from Alfred, Lord Tennyson and it feels appropriate
to repeat it once more despite the challenge of some very
difficult months ahead.
Hope smiles from the threshold of the year to come,
Whispering ‘it will be happier’
The dedication and brilliance of our global pharmaceutical
companies has produced a series of vaccines which mean
that, as we stand on the threshold of 2021, we can indeed
look into this new year with renewed hope.
Financial markets ended last year strongly and after the
huge falls in February and March, the final three quarters
of the year were surprisingly heartening for investors, with
double digit gains in a number of equity markets. Of the
major markets, only the UK ended in the red with the
FTSE100 index falling by 12% for the year. Bond markets
produced above average returns as well. The strength of
financial market recovery was a testament to the speed
and commitment of the policy response from Central
Banks and Governments; the belief that economic
recovery will be robust in 2021; the resilience of the
corporate world to meet the challenge of the pandemic
and ultimately in the astonishing speed at which these
vaccines have been produced.

As is oft said, forecasting is difficult, especially when it is
about the future. The economic outlook is improving but
returning to a semblance of normality will be dependent on
how quickly and successfully the global immunisation
programmes can be rolled out. The next few months will be
tough as the global economy copes with the economic
fallout of the current huge rise in infections at the most
vulnerable time of the year for public health in western
developed economies. Nevertheless, after an estimated
4.5% fall in global GDP in 2020, the global economy is set to
recover strongly this year, led by the Chinese and Asian
economies which have successfully contained the pandemic
and are already performing robustly. Battling deflation and
recession will continue to be the main focus of Governments
and Central Banks but at some point in the coming years
the massive public debt will need to be reined in. Whether
this is through growth, inflation, austerity or higher taxes is a
moot point but one that will have great significance for
financial markets. Thank you as always to Schroders for
providing the current consensus forecasts from the great
and good, which show the extent to which the UK with its
heavy reliance on consumption and service industries and
dearth of manufacturing has been particularly hard hit.

Macro…Recovery in sight
Infection rates are soaring and tightening lockdown
restrictions mean a horribly challenging next few months.
Nevertheless, and without wishing to tempt fate, the
mass immunisation programme means that the end of the
global health crisis should at least be in sight, even if the
economic fall-out is only really beginning. Such has been
the trauma of the pandemic that the appalling economic
data last year was to an extent ignored, especially as it
was obscured by the huge support policies implemented
by Central Banks and Governments. As 2021 progresses
the economic cost of the pandemic will be front and
centre as the authorities begin to change their mindset
from short term economic necessity to the longer term
viability of the public finances.

The scale of government borrowing needed in all countries
has been staggering. The UK government plans to borrow

GDP (%)
2020

GDP (%)
2021

CPI (%)
2020

CPI (%)
2021

Global Economy

-4.3

4.9

1.8

2.1

China

2.0

7.9

2.8

1.9

Emerging Markets

-2.5

6.4

3.6

3.3

Japan

-5.5

2.5

0.0

0.0

US

-3.7

3.8

1.2

2.0

EU

-7.3

4.7

0.3

0.9

UK

-11.0

4.7

0.9

1.5
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a total of £400bn during this fiscal year, around a fifth of
our GDP yet the UK economy is estimated to have shrunk
by around 11% in 2020, the largest fall in peacetime
history, and unemployment could reach 10% by the
middle of this year. The Office for Budget Responsibility
(an unintentionally ironic title given the current state of
public finances) predict the economy won’t get back to its
pre-pandemic size until the beginning of 2023, maybe
longer given the unquantifiable fallout from Brexit. The key
to the UK recovery will be the extent to which the savings
accumulated during our lockdowns will be either
unleashed in an orgy of shopping, entertainment and travel
as we enjoy our new freedoms in the second half of the
year or else remain under lock and key as households
remain fearful as to their future employment prospects.
The UK debt is being issued by the Treasury with much of
it being bought by the Bank of England, an unprecedented
monetary experiment with no idea as to the long-term
consequences. The use of monetary policy as a tool to
finance fiscal spending is a worrying concept and calls into
question the supposed independence of Central Banks
from Government control. The situation is sustainable for
now because interest rates are so low, so in effect the
government is borrowing at virtually no cost. The hope is
for a rapid bounce in growth to create jobs and bring relief
to our battered economy and minimise the fiscal tightening
needed to stabilise the national debt. Nevertheless, a
strengthening economy has a sting in its tail as it could
bring rising interest rates and bond yields, thereby making
future refinancing costs more expensive.

investors in UK assets after such a grim year. This will not
precipitate a wholesale move back into the UK by
international investors who will wait to see how our new
relationship with our EU cousins plays out, but it removes the
UK’s ‘pariah status’ and makes us investable once again now
the Sword of Damocles is back in its scabbard. M&A activity
could well pick up more rapidly however as international
and private equity buyers look to take advantage of a still
cheap sterling and the threat of a no-deal removed.

Deflation and recession remain global public enemy
number one for now and will continue to be the main
focus of Governments and Central Banks. Financial
conditions remain remarkably benign with global interest
rates anchored near zero seemingly indefinitely. Inflation
is a worrisome tail risk and it is going to take the very
best efforts of the authorities to guide us through the
coming years. It is thus heartening to see the appointment
of ex-Chair of the US Federal Reserve Bank, Janet Yellen,
as Biden’s Treasury Secretary which should mean that
after the divisiveness of the Trump years the Biden
Presidency will see the White House and The Fed working
hand in glove to ensure the best outcomes for the US
economy. At a parochial level it is also pleasing to see Dan
Rosenfield replacing Dominic Cummings as Boris’s chief
of staff which should bring back some credibility and
stability to No.10 at a time when it is most needed.

Was it all worth it? The true disciples saw Brexit as
regaining our sovereignty, taking control of our borders and
replacing the autocratic, bureaucratic, interfering, sclerotic
European rule with a low regulation, low tax, ‘Singapore on
Thames’. Many though who voted for Brexit were the ‘left
behind’ communities who had suffered from a decade of
austerity and believed the simple promise that Brexit was
good for them. Any chance of testing this hypothesis has
been blown away on the hurricane of the pandemic. Policy
by necessity is now focused on greater State intervention in
a world where national self-interest will predominate as
governments try and rebuild their shattered economies and
manage the ever growing mountain of public debt. Not too
much low regulation, low tax and free trade in that.
The election of Joe Biden should bring a more conciliatory
tone to both US domestic and foreign policy which is to be
welcomed. A Democrat Presidency would traditionally be
seen as heralding higher taxation and greater regulation,
and as such not necessarily market friendly, but in these
extraordinary times the attention this year will be on
containing the pandemic and bolstering the economy. The
victory of the two Democratic candidates in the Georgia
Senate run-off election gives Biden his ‘Blue Sweep’ and
control of both Houses of Congress making it far easier for
him to pass legislation, especially in more contentious
areas such as healthcare and climate change. As for
Trump’s exit, its shamefulness defined his Presidency.

A parting of ways
Brexit and Trump have tormented investors for the last
four years but finally, exhaustingly, and above all thankfully,
we can now move on. A deal, however minimal, has been
struck and with Trump no longer residing at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue, hopefully markets can look forward
to calmer and more predictable political waters.
No, I haven’t read all 1246 pages either and maybe it is
only the bare minimum of a deal but it’s a mighty relief for
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The pandemic is a public health catastrophe and an
economic calamity but also has far-reaching political and
social implications. It has radically changed the way we
think about the sort of world in which we wish to live, with
issues of social justice, racial and religious tolerance, the
environment, and income inequality now far more
increasingly to the fore as (hopefully) we strive to build a
fairer and more inclusive society. This requires a less
divisive, more consensual and forward-thinking,
statesmanlike style of government which hopefully the
election of Joe Biden will herald on the global stage.

geography but this time in sterling. Currency has been a
boost for some overseas markets, notably Europe, but
not for the US as the dollar weakened in the second half
of the year finishing 3% down against sterling for 2020 as
a whole.
The following table, with data courtesy of JPM Asset
Management, shows the winners and losers in terms of
industrial sector and style:
MSCI Sectors

2020 (%)

Technology

44.1

Consumer Discretionary

34.9

Telecoms

22.9

Materials

18.2

Healthcare

12.9

Industrials

8.5

Consumer Staples

6.1

Utilities

2.2

Financials

-4.9

Energy

-28.0

MSCI World

14.8

Growth

31.7

Value

-1.4

Market Returns
The table shows returns broken down by asset class and
IA Sector Average

2020 (%)

UK All Companies

-6.0

UK Equity Income

-10.7

Europe ex-UK

10.4

North America

16.1

Japan

13.7

Asia Pacific ex-Japan

20.0

Global Emerging Markets

13.7

UK Gilts

9.0

UK Index-Linked Gilts

12.2

Sterling Corporate Bonds

7.8

Sterling Strategic Bond

6.5

UK Direct Property

-3.6

My gosh, we are in the middle of the most dreadful time
most of us have encountered but no-one bothered to tell the
financial markets with both bond and stock markets, notably

Data from FE Analytics
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bonds will be virtually zero, forcing investors into higher
risk/reward assets like equities. This cannot be
overemphasised. It also has two other less intuitive but
equally important effects. Lower interest rates allow for
higher stock market valuations because stocks don’t
have to produce such high returns with bond yields so
low (lower required earnings yield, the inverse of the P/E
ratio for you investment pros out there). In other words,
while equity markets may historically look ‘overvalued’,
in reality the unprecedently low ‘risk free’ rate makes
them less so. Secondly, lower interest rates increase
the discounted present value of future cash flows, again
making stocks look ‘cheaper’, particularly growth stocks
with significant multi-decade earnings expectations.
This all sounds a bit theoretical so let’s jump to the
punch line – low interest rates are a huge support to
equity markets. There is a corollary; if interest rates start
to rise then all the above will unwind and be a headwind
not a tailwind. As noted above, it could also lead to a big
reversal in the growth over value style trend that has
dominated markets for a decade.

Wall Street and Asia, producing strong returns and making
new all-time highs.
In times of recession, investors look for growth, so the US
and Asian markets with their high weighting in the
technology and e-commerce sectors produced double
digit gains whereas the European markets with their
exposure to the ‘value’ cyclical industries like autos and
chemicals struggled as did the UK with its oil majors,
miners, banks, travel and leisure stocks. In short, we had
none of the winners and all of the losers. If you’re
scratching your head about consumer discretionary then
the answer is that it includes online retailing, Amazon in
other words! The value squad had a notable bounce in
the big ‘risk on’ rally in the last quarter as the economic
outlook looks brighter in a world of mass immunisation.
However until a sustained recovery in global growth
looks likely, and with it rising interest rates and bond
yields, a long-term reversal of the decade trend of growth
outperforming value looks unlikely. Our sense is that the
two styles will sit much closer together this year rather
than at opposite ends of the classroom.

The other pillar to the surprisingly strong equity markets
of last year was the belief that along with a relatively
robust economic recovery in 2021 the corporate world
would be innovative and resilient in the face of the
pandemic. This is of course very industry specific, an
open goal for technology and e-commerce but a
catastrophe for high street retail, leisure and travel.
Nevertheless, in aggregate, earnings have held up better
than expected and forecasts for this year look strong and
a major determinant of equity market returns this year
will be these forecasts being met. Current forecasts are
for global earnings to have fallen by something like 20%
last year but to rebound strongly by 25% in 2021. The

Market Outlook
Ever since March, stock markets have existed in a sort of
‘neverworld’, propped up by huge Central Bank and
Government support and so able to ignore the dreadful
economic news in hope of better times ahead. When hope
shone ever brighter last quarter with the announcements
of the vaccines, markets responded appropriately.
The key to the markets insouciance has been Central
Banks anchoring interest rates at near zero and signalling
that this will be case for years to come. This means
that future returns on assets like cash and government
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them to remain anchored this year, but in spreads
widening if markets become ‘risk off’ again. Consequently
we prefer higher quality investment grade with far less risk
of default than in the seductive but riskier world of High
Yield. There is however only a limited prospect of further
tightening in spreads from current levels after the strong
rally in credit markets from their lows in March.

biggest rebounds are in the geographies where earnings
have been most hit like UK, Europe and some of the
Emerging Markets. Earnings in the US have been helped
in aggregate by strong numbers from the technology
sector and are forecast to have fallen by 14% in 2020
with a rebound of 22% this year.

Fixed Income
The chart shows that apart from a sharp short-term fall
at the height of the markets panic in March, Government
Bonds, conventional and linkers, have been the safest of
havens this year, posting strong returns. Since April
though, it has been investment grade and High Yield
corporate bonds which have produced the best returns
as spreads (the yield pick-up over Gilts, in effect the risk
premium) have tightened sharply as risk assets recovered
their nerve.
As we have noted, policy intervention was the biggest
single driver of bond yields last year. The ability of Central
Banks to buy unlimited quantities of government and
corporate debt means yields will remain anchored near
zero for the next few years, so bond investors will receive
meagre income with little prospect of capital gain. Indeed,
if yields begin to push back up then bond prices will begin
to fall. UK Gilts are negative up to 5 years with the 10-year
paying a paltry 0.20% and it’s the same elsewhere with
rates negative across much of Europe and in Japan. US
10-years are paying 0.9% and Government bonds are
fast becoming a liquidity play only, with their ability to
add diversification to multi-asset portfolios, severely
diminished.
In a world where income is in very short supply, credit
markets still have attraction for investors, especially in
lower risk/reward profiles. The risk of capital loss in credit
is not so much the underlying yields rising, as we expect
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Currencies

• Over the very long term equities return 5% + inflation
per annum, with the booming 80s and 90s producing
double digit returns after the horrors of the 1970s
followed by a negative return in the noughties before
returning around 5% average real return in the last
decade.

Not many would have picked the euro as being the
strongest major currency last year but the gamechanger
was the announcement of an EU fiscal package which for
the first time involves debt mutualisation and the promise
of a unified rather than single country fiscal policy in the
future. After a decade of being the currency of choice the
mighty greenback appears to be losing its lustre, suffering
from its loss of ‘carry ‘advantage following the large
relative fall in Treasury yields. As a classic ‘risk off’
currency the dollar has suffered as financial markets have
become more optimistic about mass immunisations and
the better economic prospects for other, more
economically cyclical countries this year. Sterling, as
always, has been a hostage to the fortunes of Brexit
which is hopefully a cloud now finally lifting. In my 15 years
at HFMC the one asset class I’ve always warned against
forecasting with any confidence at all is the FX market and
I see no reason to change my view now!

• Equity markets reward the optimists who stick with
them through thick and thin. Buy and hold works, and
while market timing is clever if you get it right, it is a
double-edged sword. You want to be in, not out.
Bond markets, hmm, trickier. I’ve always loved bonds,
you get your money back, a decent income stream,
and with four decades of falling interest rates, a very
respectable capital gain as a bonus. Going back 100
years Government Bonds have produced an average
return of around 1.5% plus inflation but over the last

A Three Pipe Problem
The great bull market in equities and bonds began in
1981 as Charles married Di, Mrs Thatcher was in No.10,
Ronald Reagan in the White House, Villa were First
Division champions and Chelsea were in the second
division, happy days. Soft Cell and Adam and the
Ants were heralding in a glorious decade of music and
we were watching Brideshead Revisited on TV. For
financial markets 1981 marked the arrival of Paul
Volcker at the US Fed whose war on inflation was the
harbinger of decades of falling interest rates and a boom
in financial assets.
For all the economic boom and busts, the bull and bear
markets, the ‘it’s different this time’ arguments, two plain
truths underpinned equity markets over these decades
and many before them.
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expect interest rates to remain anchored near zero for
several years hence. What we do expect though is a
transition phase between bull and bear cycles in which
conventional government bonds will produce minimal
returns and crucially no longer much protection in an
equity market downturn. This, as the resident of 221b
Baker Street used to say, makes portfolio construction a
three-pipe problem.

40 years this has been closer to 3.5% and nearer 4%
for corporate bonds. This is very respectable, especially
when it has been coupled with much less volatility than
the equity market and very few periods of negative returns.
The added bonus was that when equity markets fell, the
automatic response of Central Banks has been to cut
interest rates which boosted bond market returns just
when your portfolio needed it. Bonds gave you a decent
return, low volatility and portfolio diversification. What’s
not to like?

With the current 10 year Gilt yielding just 0.2%, it would
need to fall at least a further 1% (i.e. to a substantial
negative yield) to offset a 10% fall in the equity market and
that is not going to happen. Corporate and High Yield
bonds give some pick-up in yield but this is only marginal
and brings an element of extra risk to what should be a
‘safe haven’ asset class through the possibility of bonds
defaulting and the likelihood of spreads widening sharply.
We thus see bond funds acting like ‘enhanced cash’ on
portfolios, providing liquidity and a marginal return but no
longer able to provide the diversification they have
historically afforded to portfolios. Should we enter a period
of prolonged inflation, not our base case in the next few
years but a possibility, then bond markets will fall (yields
rise) and the 40 year bull market will finally be over. We
remain vigilant.

Actually there is something not to like which is the future
outlook, with minimal returns from bonds likely in the
coming decades and their portfolio diversification benefits
markedly curtailed. Bond markets have very long cycles,
the 40 years of feast since 1980 were preceded by 40
years of famine with negative returns in the 1950s, 1960s,
and especially the inflation ravaged 1970s when bond
investors lost even more money than equity investors. The
current multi-decade bull market has not yet ended but is
at a very tired and fragile stage. It is the strangest of
cycles, forever confounding those calling it a bubble and
being extended by ‘unprecedented’ events, the 2008
financial crisis and the current pandemic. We are not
expecting an imminent ending to the bull market as we

Conclusion…. Happier Times Ahead
You will have heard us say many times that the bears have all the best stories and that those predicting wariness and
caution always appear to have more gravitas than the stripy shirt and braces ‘it’ll be alright on the night ‘crowd. Those
stories last year have sadly been as bad as it gets with a global pandemic leading to the worst economic crash for
decades, a horribly divisive US election and Brexit inevitably bringing its own little kernel of gloom. Yet while the road can
be very rocky on occasion, it pays to remain optimistic. Brexit is finally done and Trump has gone, taking a major source
of market unpredictability with him. The pandemic has been brutal and is still with us but the global economy is
weathering the storm and the huge global immunisation programmes this year will bring increasing normality to our lives.
So long as interest rates and bond yields remain low, then risk assets, notably equities, should continue to flourish.
It is our sincere wish that this is the year when we are able to smile again and that hope, not fear, is our prevailing
emotion. We are aware that the next few months will be particularly hard and fervently hope that you stay safe and well.
As always, we thank you for the continued trust you place in us in managing your portfolios and as we look forward to
the year ahead, we wish you and your families a very happy, healthy and enjoyable 2021.
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Selecting funds for our
Positive Impact Portfolios
Constructing impact portfolios is less straightforward than
it sounds given the subjectivity of the topic and different
interpretations by fund groups on what represents an
acceptable environmental, social and governance (ESG)
standard to warrant investment. Debate continues as to
how much is currently reported as ‘green’ genuinely
addresses the problems at hand or instead is more a box
ticking exercise. Whilst there will be cases at the edges, it
would be a mistake to underestimate the fundamental shift
that is now underway at the corporate, asset management
and individual client portfolio levels.

The introduction of our Positive Impact Portfolios in April
2019 was driven by the recognition that clients were
increasingly wanting their portfolios to be invested in a
manner that caused less environmental harm and more
societal good, with a focus on delivering positive change.

We believe that our Positive Impact Portfolios will:
• Influence change for the better of the planet and its
inhabitants, do less harm to our environment, to
other people and to our society at large.
• That the socially responsible companies in which
the funds invest are far less likely to be hurt by
adverse regulation, changing societal preferences,
controversy and investor backlash and that there
are significant, structural reasons why sustainable
companies will offer the best investment
opportunities in the years ahead.

In building our Positive Impact Portfolios, we are subject to
those same subjectivity failings, so this note seeks to
explain how we see the marketplace, how we rate our
funds and how we go about building portfolios that we feel
will meet the majority of our clients’ needs and concerns.

The Universe: The styles of fund we research

Simple Screening
Negative & Positive

Responsible & Sustainable
Screening & Engagement

Impact
Companies delivering
solutions & positive change

We see our investment universe as evolving and developing and one that will take time for best practices on ESG reporting
to be fully developed and understood. In time, we hope all our fund selections to be ‘Impact-style’ funds, but this is still a
relatively nascent part of our market. In the meantime, fund managers will continue to take different approaches to assessing
ESG risks, but by carrying out our own analysis and scoring methodology, we can assess each within their own relevant peer
group and select the best in class.
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The Fund Universe: How we assess the varying
methodologies of our fund managers
Fund managers methodologies vary greatly and, in many
circumstance, there is a tendency to take comfort in data
that assesses the underlying holdings on factors such as
source of revenues, C02 emissions, diversity scores, raw
material use, and so on. There is merit in using the data
led approach, however in doing so you may end up
investing in a portfolio of companies that are sector
concentrated and generate marginal or nil net benefit.
This is why active managers who can do individual
company ESG analysis and employ specialists to carry
out proactive company engagement hold sway in our
Positive Impact Portfolios for now.
The conclusion of our market assessment on ESG
methodologies is that a common-sense approach works
best. Instead of solely focusing on the data or becoming
beholden to third party research, we decided that
combining these whilst engaging with fund management
teams is optimal. What is often exemplary on paper, falls
down in practice and vice versa. Only by speaking with
management teams, can we test this.

• Transparency. Does the fund have a detailed ethical
approach and methodology, make its holding list
publicly available, produce regular sustainability &
engagement reporting as well as disclose its voting
records?
• Impact. Some funds will naturally avoid controversial
sectors, so measuring their impact and identifying
whether they are investing in companies providing
solutions to sustainability challenges is important.

We sought to identify a number of factors that
we could measure ourselves

We then score the fund in each area and so long as the
fund meets our minimum requirements, the fund
undergoes our standard due diligence.

Our objective in choosing funds and constructing a
portfolio is two-fold:
• Deliver the financial returns that enable you to meet
your financial planning objectives

We are not looking for the funds to be ‘squeaky clean’, but
we will exclude funds that include too many controversial
sectors. For the remaining factors we are checking that
the mandate of the fund is strictly adhered to. ESG
investing is not straightforward and we are not looking to
make moral judgements on individual company holdings.
Rather we look to identify funds with a robust ESG
standard and process that apply these processes with
rigour and have a high level of consistency in approach,
whilst providing transparency and measurability in a way
that is consistent with our Positive Impact Portfolio’s aims.

• Choose funds that make a social and environmental
impact and help to solve global challenges
Using the fund’s literature in conjunction with our own
and third-party research, we analyse the strength of
each fund’s ESG process, through their screening
methodologies, their engagement practices and how
they measure these. Our assessment starts with
identifying the criteria that the fund utilises; be this be
a simple negative screen or a much more focused
approach seeking only impact companies.

To conclude, our approach is top-down and seeks to
identify and understand the ‘green’ ambitions a fund sets
for itself, analyse its strengths and weaknesses and
measures it on an ongoing basis, where we seek to ensure
the criteria they put in place is fulfilled. When we have
taken our view on whether the fund meets the criteria
relative to its peers, we discuss what role and what size
the fund should take in a portfolio, in light of our macro
views and our strategic and tactical asset allocations.

We look at several areas, in particular:
• Controversial Sectors. (including weapons, tobacco,
alcohol, unnecessary animal testing, gambling, oil and
gas, GMO/genetic testing, coal and gas extraction and
production, deforestation, and predatory lending).
• Screening Criteria Strength. How strong is a fund’s
exclusion policy, e.g. what percentage of overall
revenues from a controversial sector leads to exclusion?
Conversely, what is the evidence of positive impact and
sustainability benefits of the companies in the portfolio.

Written by
Rob Pemberton,
Investment Director
and James Tuson,
Investment
Manager

• MSCI ESG Scores. This is a widely used, industry
standard third-party screening criteria with seven
categories broadly broken down into laggards, average
and leaders.
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